
Astro 7B – Problem Set 7

1 A Star is Born

Consider the gravitational collapse of a cloud of gas and dust in the interstellar medium.

Assume the temperature of the cloud is such that the cloud is initially marginally Jeans-

unstable. The gas consists predominantly of molecular hydrogen.

As the cloud collapses inward, its density increases. In the absence of cooling mechanisms, the

gas will heat adiabatically (gravitational potential energy is converted into kinetic energy

and thence into heat). If the temperature rises too quickly compared to the increase in

density, the cloud will become Jeans-stable, cease to collapse, and fail to form a star.

Fortunately, efficient cooling mechanisms are present in today’s interstellar medium. Most

notable among these is cooling by dust grains. Hot gas molecules can collide with and

transfer their energy to dust grains. The dust grains can then radiate away this energy by

thermal emission of infrared radiation. The radiation escapes immediately, assuming the

cloud is optically thin in the infrared.

The cloud can stay Jeans-unstable if the timescale for cooling is shorter than the timescale

for gravitational contraction (the latter is the same as the heating timescale). That is, the

collapse can proceed nearly isothermally rather than adiabatically, if cooling mechanisms are

efficient.

(a) Consider a spherical cloud of mass density ρ. Derive, to order-of-magnitude, the

timescale for this cloud to gravitationally contract and halve its radius. This is

the gravitational contraction timescale, a.k.a. the free-fall time.

One way to do this is to assume that the gravitational acceleration on the surface of the

cloud is constant as the cloud shrinks from its original radius to half its radius.

Express your answer for the free-fall time, tff , in terms of G (the gravitational

constant) and ρ. For simplicity, set all numerical coefficients of order unity equal to 1 in

your answer.

(b) What is the timescale for cooling? This is the time for a hot gas molecule to

COLLIDE with a dust grain.

Assume canonical parameters for the interstellar medium today: (i) dust is in the form of

spheres of radius r = 0.1µm; (ii) a single sphere has an internal mass density ρp ≈ 1 g cm−3;

and (iii) the average density of dust in the cloud is ρd ≈ Zρ, where Z ≈ 10−2 (also called

the metallicity of the gas).
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Assume the velocity of dust grains is small compared to the velocity of hydrogen molecules.

Assume also that an individual hydrogen molecule has negligible size compared to the size

of a dust grain.

Derive a symbolic expression for the cooling time, tcool, in terms of r, ρd, ρp,

T (the temperature of the gas molecules), mH, and k (Boltzmann’s constant).

Again, for simplicity (and ease of grading), drop all factors of order unity.

(c) Initially, the cloud is marginally Jeans-unstable; that is, its mass is just slightly above the

Jeans mass. At this moment, which is shorter, the cooling time or the contraction

(heating) time? Evaluate both times in years. Answers good to a factor of 10 will

receive full credit, but you must get the sign of the inequality correct.

Assume the cloud has a total mass of 1 M� and a radius of 0.1 pc.

Note that the temperature T is not given. Use the fact that the cloud is marginally Jeans-

unstable to solve for T .

(d) Assume that if tcool < tff that the collapse proceeds isothermally. Explain why you

might or might not expect to maintain the inequality of timescales found in (c)

as the cloud collapses. Is this calculation promising for the formation of stars?

2 To Collide or Not to Collide

(a) GAS: The HI (neutral atomic hydrogen) disk of our Galaxy has a total mass of roughly

5 × 109M� and is distributed in a cylinder of radius 25 kpc and height 100 pc (a very thin

pancake).

The gas is thin because it is collisional: gas atoms collide many times over the age of the

Galaxy. The collisions dissipate energy. The gas cools, loses pressure support in the direction

perpendicular to the disk (the “vertical” direction), and settles toward the disk midplane.1

Estimate the time for a gas atom to collide with another gas atom, in years.

Your answer should be good to a factor of 3. Take each hydrogen atom to be a hard

sphere having a Bohr radius (= 0.5 Angstrom). Take the temperature of the gas to be 100 K.

Verify that the gas collision time is shorter than the age of the Galaxy, roughly

1010 yr. Thus gas is collisional.2

1The gas resists drifting radially toward the Galactic Center because it has orbital angular momentum

which helps it maintain near-circular orbits; there is, however, a slow radial drift inward because of energy

dissipation; the gas disk is, after all, just another (very big) accretion disk.
2And can be modeled as a fluid.
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(b) STARS: Consider an elliptical galaxy: a giant quasi-spherical (read: approximately

spherical) collection of stars moving on near-radial (read: non-circular) orbits. If you google-

image ‘elliptical galaxy’, you will get plenty of pretty pictures.

By contrast to gas, stars in galaxies are essentially collisionless.

There are different measures of collisionality. One way to “collide” is to literally have two

stars smash together. Another way to “collide” is for a star to gravitationally deflect the

trajectory of another star — to change its direction by an angle on the order of, say, unity

(i.e., ∼1 rad).

We will work out the latter case. The timescale for a star to gravitationally deflect the

trajectory of another star is called the “relaxation time”. We will show that the relaxation

time of a present-day elliptical galaxy is much longer than the galaxy’s age (and if stars

don’t relax, they definitely don’t smash into each other).

Model an elliptical galaxy as a uniformly dense sphere of radius R composed of N stars each

of mass m?. The stars move around randomly with typical velocities v.

Derive an approximate formula for v in terms of the variables given and funda-

mental constants. You can do this problem any way you like. One way is to recognize

that the elliptical galaxy is in dynamical equilibrium such that the typical stellar velocity

is comparable to the escape velocity from the galaxy (ask yourself what would happen if

one velocity were very different from the other). Another way to proceed is to use the virial

theorem (if you know what that is) — elliptical galaxies are said to be in virial equilibrium.

(c) Consider two stars passing in the night. They start infinitely far apart with relative

velocity v, and approach one another to a minimum distance of b. In other words, the

impact parameter of the encounter is b.

Estimate, to order-of-magnitude, the value of b required for the stars to deflect

their trajectories by an angle on the order of unity. Express in terms of v, m∗,

and fundamental constants. Because we are only interested in an order-of-magnitude

answer, you may use the impulse approximation (recall gravitational lensing), and assume

that one of the stars is fixed while the other star moves.

(d) Estimate the relaxation time in terms of N , R, and v. You will need to use your

answers in (b) and (c).

(e) Numerically evaluate the relaxation time for N = 1011, R = 30 kpc, and v = 200

km/s, and show that this time is � the age of the oldest ellipticals, ∼1010 yr.

Thus stars in elliptical galaxies (and in disk galaxies) are collisionless.
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3 Hot Halo Gas

Why is the gas in the hot galactic halo so hot?

It is thought that hydrogen falls from the intergalactic medium into the gravitational wells

established by dark matter halos. That is, dark matter halos attract gas. The gas takes

the form of filaments that accelerate as they stream into the dark matter halo. When the

fast-moving streams collide and shock, gas is heated to high temperatures. We say that the

halo gas “shocks and virializes”.

(a) Consider a dark matter halo of mass ∼1012 M� and radius ∼200 kpc. Estimate the

speed with which a hydrogen atom falls from infinity (assuming it is initially at

rest) onto the halo (say its surface). Express in km/s. Your answer should be good

to a factor of 3.

(b) Now assume that a shock converts the kinetic energy of the infalling hydrogen atom into

heat. Estimate the resultant temperature, in K. Your answer should be good to a

factor of 3.
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